Incoming mobilities (foreign students who are currently on exchange in our university) are in a closed university which offers online teaching resources and plans to organise online assessments as well. We can therefore keep them enrolled and offer them to complete their mobility if they consider that the health risk is higher in France than in their own country and if there is a risk of repatriation difficulties in the long term.

If the student wishes to stay in France and continue to study at UT2J

- **Situation in France**
  Travel, apart from the exceptions listed in the certificate of derogatory travel, is prohibited from Tuesday 17 March at 12:00 noon: https://design.numerique.gouv.fr/covid-19. This travel certificate must imperatively be used for each of your outings outside your home, under penalty of a fine of 135€ to 375€ in case of an increase.
  You must also strictly comply with national health recommendations:

- **Accompanying measures at UT2J**
  The UT2J International Relations Service and the international academic coordinator remain at the disposal of the students to accompany them.
  Please note that due to the closing of the university, this accompaniment is only done by e-mail.
  To follow the evolution of the situation, please consult regularly the UT2J website and the ENT. https://blogs.univ-tlse2.fr/covid19-ut2j-plan-continuite/accueil/

- **Distance Learning Courses**
  Educational resources are available online, so it is possible for incoming students to continue their mobility remotely, despite the closure.

- **Evaluation and exams semester 2**
  *Continuous assessment – “contrôle continu” (semester 2)*
  - Any assessment that may have taken place before 14 March will be taken into account in the semester evaluation.
  - If the mid-semester assessments originally planned could not take place at all before 14 March, or for only some groups of the same course, there are two possibilities:
    *Possibility 1: The mid-term evaluation is cancelled (the grades of the groups that have been evaluated are cancelled too) and the assessment is carried out in a single end-of-term exam.*
Possibility 2: An intermediate evaluation in distance learning after March 14 for all students in the same course can be organised. If students are unable to attend, a substitute event will be organized for them.

- The end of semester examination subjects and the assessment and evaluation procedures will be modified to take into account all these changes.

Final Examinations (semester 2)

- At present, it is planned to hold the examination session for semester 2 two weeks after the reopening of the university. This eventuality could be modified according to the evolution of the health situation.
- The assessment and evaluation procedures will be modified, if necessary, and will be adapted to the nature of the final tests (face-to-face or distance learning).
- Depending on the health situation on 20 April, the decision will be taken on whether to organise the exams at the university or online (in IRIS-exams), or a combination of both.
- In the particular case of UEs that are not based on a final examination, but on only on the continuous assessment mode, and if the health situation allows it, it is envisaged at this stage that the related tests will be organised, in face-to-face or online, two weeks after the reopening of the university.

Resit session (session 2) 2019-2020 – “rattrapage”

- The dates for Session 2 are not fixed and will depend on the date the university reopens. Session 2 could therefore take place during the second half of June, the first half of July or the first half of September.
- Depending on the health situation on 20 May, the decision will be taken on whether to organise the examination session at the university or online, or a combination of both modalities.

Practical information

- Université Fédérale Midi-Pyrénées: Students can continue to contact the Welcome Desk team at welcomedesk@univ-toulouse.fr
- SIMPPS: The health center’s on-site services are suspended, but the address contact-simpps@univ-toulouse.fr remains functional.
- Online psychological counselling: for international students who have not been able to return home and who feel anxious and/or isolated, they can get an appointment with an English- and Spanish-speaking psychologist for a free consultation via webcam by contacting 06 27 86 91 83 or rdv.apsytude@gmail.com - [www.apsytude.com](http://www.apsytude.com)

If the student wishes to interrupt his/her mobility and return to his/her country of residence

Who must the student inform?

- The home university: administration and teaching manager.
- The international relations office at UT2J: Valérie Morin for Erasmus students (erasmus@uni-tlse2.fr) or Katia Dago for students under bilateral agreements (international@univ-tlse2.fr).
- For Erasmus students: the pedagogical coordinator at UT2J.

If the partner university asks for a certificate of stay: how to proceed?

The student must contact Valérie Morin (Erasmus) or Katia Dago (International) by e-mail
who will be able to draw up a departure certificate. A proof of departure (plane ticket, end of rental...) will be requested to date the certificate.

- **How do I leave my accommodation at CROUS?**
  The student must absolutely inform the staff of the CROUS residence of his/her departure: an exit inventory will have to be carried out. You must leave your room in good condition and clean. The contractual notice period of one month will not apply.
  For more information: [https://www.crous-toulouse.fr/logements/demander-un-logement/hebergementcovid19/](https://www.crous-toulouse.fr/logements/demander-un-logement/hebergementcovid19/)

Contacts: Directeurs de composantes pédagogiques, International Office.